
NµmΣrαcy in RΣαl LifΣ CompΣtition 

 

Thank you to everyone who entered. 

There were so many entries and they were all excellent. We had the hard job 

of narrowing the list down to 10. Here are your prizewinners! 

 

Name Entry 

Samuel Smith Samuel has been using numeracy to influence his magic card trick 

to continually know which pile and which place the key card is in. 

 
Mais Al Diri Mais has been measuring out shapes to make lanterns for Ramadan 

and a moon and stars for her window. Mais also measured out ‘NHS’ 

for her window too. 

 
Mirren Nicol Mirren has been measuring how high her dogs can jump...Marley can 

jump 2 foot 8 inches, or 82cm! 

 



Ethan Sykes Ethan had a lot of lego, but wanted to find out exactly how much he 

had. Firstly he estimated (450 bricks) then he separated by colour 

and counted…558 bricks! 

 
Helen Watson For Helen’s birthday she has ben measuring ingredients to make 

her birthday cake, it looks delicious! 

 
Miss Lilley Miss Lilley and her class have been planting sunflower seeds and 

plotting their growth over time using line graphs. 

 
Tegan Fellows Tegan has been counting her left over change that she has 

collected to see how much she now has. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Kallen 

Kirkpatrick 

Kallen has been measuring the distance of her cycle with she was 

out with her family. 

 
Mr MacDonald Mr MacDonald has been calculating the rate of time for his to 

complete a press up and seeing if he has improved. At the beginning 

of lockdown he could do 30 press ups in 1 minute (1 press up every 2 

seconds) now he can do 48 press ups in a minute (2 every 1.25 

seconds). 

 
Lewis MacLaren Lewis has been setting up his Pokemon Go for walks and setting 

himself a target to walk 3-5km each week. Last week he walked 

16.9km. 
 


